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2. BACKGRoUND: FRoM THE SMART CITy To 
SoCIo-TECHNICAL PRAGMATICS







Commission.﻿2﻿ It﻿has﻿ subsequently﻿become﻿a﻿ ‘buzzword’﻿ in﻿ summarising﻿ the﻿potential﻿uses﻿of﻿
technology﻿(Laurini,﻿2017,﻿p.﻿xiv).
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environmental﻿ regulation,﻿ including﻿ the﻿exercise﻿of﻿planning﻿control﻿ still﻿ involves﻿ the﻿possibility﻿
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economic﻿ and﻿other﻿ forces.﻿ Strong﻿ structuration﻿ theory﻿ as﻿ developed﻿by﻿Stones﻿ (2005)﻿ is﻿ an﻿
applied,﻿more﻿empirical﻿extension,﻿more﻿concerned﻿with﻿ the﻿analysis﻿of﻿social﻿processes﻿and﻿
events﻿at﻿particular﻿times﻿and﻿places.
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3.1. Innovation Processes and Pathways
Digital﻿ technology﻿ is﻿engineered﻿and﻿manufactured.﻿As﻿ such,﻿ innovation﻿does﻿not﻿ take﻿place﻿
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rather﻿ than﻿ scientific﻿ complexity,﻿ as﻿ consultants﻿ seek﻿ to﻿ protect﻿ their﻿market﻿ position﻿ through﻿
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the﻿ inscription﻿is﻿derived,﻿at﻿ least﻿ in﻿principle,﻿from﻿the﻿long-term﻿implications﻿of﻿ trends﻿as﻿ they﻿
relate﻿to﻿another.﻿Projecting﻿trends﻿and﻿preparing﻿scenarios﻿for﻿a﻿neighbourhood﻿would,﻿for﻿example,﻿
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provide﻿the﻿basis﻿for﻿the﻿co-production﻿of﻿project﻿plans.﻿However,﻿the﻿development﻿of﻿the﻿technology﻿






4. STRoNG STRUCTURATIoN: CoNTINUITy AND RESISTANCE



































Exactly﻿because﻿ information﻿ about﻿development﻿proposals﻿ is﻿ technical﻿ and﻿ scattered,﻿ online﻿
platforms﻿ and﻿non-technical﻿ explanations﻿ linked﻿ to﻿ those﻿ platforms﻿ can﻿help﻿ local﻿ people﻿ grasp﻿
the﻿ implications.﻿ ‘Concrete﻿Action’﻿was﻿ established﻿ as﻿ a﻿means﻿ of﻿ reminding﻿built﻿ environment﻿
professionals﻿ of﻿ their﻿ ethical﻿ and﻿ political﻿ responsibilities.﻿However,﻿ the﻿ initiators﻿ of﻿ ‘Concrete﻿
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Case﻿ studies﻿ of﻿ the﻿National﻿Health﻿ Service﻿ in﻿England﻿ by﻿Greenhalgh﻿ et﻿ al.﻿ (2014),﻿ and﻿
Greenhalgh﻿and﻿Stones﻿ (2010)﻿ reveal﻿ a﻿ simpler﻿ example﻿of﻿how﻿professional﻿ identity﻿ influences﻿




of﻿professionalism﻿extended﻿moreover﻿ to﻿all﻿members﻿of﻿ staff﻿within﻿ the﻿organisation,﻿ including﻿
relatively﻿junior﻿office﻿staff.﻿To﻿avoid﻿conflict,﻿practitioners﻿have﻿to﻿have﻿confidence﻿in﻿the﻿reliability﻿
and﻿usability﻿of﻿technology.
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Instrumentality﻿means﻿cost﻿effectiveness﻿as﻿a﻿continuous﻿background﻿feature﻿ in﻿government.﻿
However,﻿ the﻿ emphasis﻿ on﻿ cost﻿ effectiveness﻿varies.﻿The﻿ analysis﻿ of﻿Fountain﻿ (2004)﻿was﻿based﻿
on﻿US﻿Federal﻿initiatives﻿in﻿about﻿the﻿year﻿2000﻿in﻿the﻿context﻿of﻿a﻿global﻿fashion﻿for﻿‘New﻿Public﻿
Management,’﻿ a﻿ loose﻿ set﻿ of﻿ initiatives﻿ intended﻿ to﻿ increase﻿ the﻿ efficiency,﻿ accountability﻿ and﻿
performance﻿of﻿public﻿services,﻿in﻿part﻿through﻿contracting﻿out﻿and﻿the﻿greater﻿use﻿of﻿markets.





















for﻿ example,﻿ that﻿ the﻿online﻿policy﻿and﻿planning﻿maps﻿prepared﻿by﻿English﻿ local﻿ authorities﻿ are﻿
all﻿different﻿ to﻿one﻿another.﻿Variations﻿ in﻿presentation﻿create﻿additional﻿ costs﻿ for﻿developers﻿ and﻿










systems﻿have﻿a﻿centralising﻿effect.﻿An﻿expert﻿ system﻿is﻿a﻿ task-specific﻿programme﻿ that﻿ ‘contains﻿
sufficient﻿relevant﻿knowledge﻿about﻿objects,﻿situations,﻿and﻿courses﻿of﻿action﻿to﻿imitate﻿or﻿replicate﻿
the﻿reasoning﻿processes﻿of﻿human﻿experts’﻿(Witlox﻿2005).﻿For﻿Greenhalgh﻿et﻿al.﻿(2014,﻿p.﻿212):
expert systems, using technology to encode information and store formal knowledge, have an inherent 
tendency to ‘empty out’ the content of local interactions because the technical knowledge they contain 
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based﻿ (expert)﻿ systems﻿ to﻿predict﻿ and﻿ therefore﻿ to﻿ clarify﻿ the﻿ implications﻿of﻿ initial﻿decisions﻿or﻿
particular﻿aspects﻿of﻿practice.﻿The﻿outcome﻿depends﻿on﻿the﻿interaction﻿between﻿the﻿technology﻿and﻿
the﻿circumstances﻿in﻿which﻿it﻿is﻿designed﻿and﻿used.
4.3. Systems Conflict/Social Conflict

























The﻿same﻿distinction﻿may,﻿ in﻿addition,﻿be﻿generalised﻿ to﻿ the﻿relationship﻿between﻿social﻿and﻿







quantitative﻿model-﻿between﻿reality﻿and﻿ theory.﻿The﻿ latter﻿ involves﻿ the﻿experiences﻿and﻿views﻿of﻿
different﻿individuals﻿and﻿groups﻿and﻿requires﻿qualitative﻿research﻿and﻿consultation﻿procedures.
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Systems﻿conflict﻿and﻿social﻿conflict,﻿ though﻿entangled,﻿are﻿not﻿ identical.﻿Moreover,﻿ speeding﻿up﻿
systems﻿analysis﻿and﻿forecasting﻿does﻿not﻿necessarily﻿lead﻿to﻿speedier﻿political﻿decision-making.
5. ILLUSTRATING THE FRAMEwoRK
Taking﻿strong﻿structuration﻿and﻿actor-network﻿theory﻿together,﻿Figure﻿1﻿shows﻿a﻿field﻿of﻿three﻿main﻿
elements-﻿stakeholders﻿and﻿citizens,﻿technology﻿and﻿finally﻿place.
Figure 1. Spatial planning as socio-technical governance
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parallel﻿ concepts.﻿ Inscription﻿ (actor-network﻿ theory)﻿ and﻿ enactment﻿ (institutional/﻿ structuration﻿
theory)﻿both﻿suggest﻿that﻿technology﻿in﻿use﻿is﻿more﻿narrowly﻿defined﻿than﻿in﻿principle.﻿Hybridity﻿
(actor-network﻿theory)﻿and﻿entanglement﻿(institutional/﻿structuration﻿theory)﻿both﻿suggest﻿that﻿the﻿
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policy﻿ and﻿historical﻿ context.﻿Moreover,﻿ the﻿ analysis﻿ of﻿ practice﻿ has﻿ to﻿ be﻿ undertaken﻿ against﻿ a﻿
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including﻿public﻿ education,﻿ debate﻿ and﻿ co-production﻿ (Callon,﻿ 2012).﻿Digital﻿ technologies﻿ offer﻿
new﻿ways﻿in﻿which﻿planning﻿authorities﻿and﻿agencies﻿can﻿work﻿with﻿private﻿developers﻿and﻿promote﻿
economic﻿development,﻿as﻿is﻿another﻿theme﻿of﻿the﻿smart﻿critique.﻿Working﻿with﻿private﻿developers﻿
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